Our Mission:
Is to introduce to people the ‘Wheel’ Dutch
Experience by giving them the chance to
experience local life and as the locals do..by
bicycle!

About Us

Wheely Dutch Bike Tours is a small
privately owned cycle tour company who
offers ½ day, 1 day and multi-day tours
for people of all fitness levels, abilities
and budgets.
We specialize in local cycle tours that are
off the tourist track, giving you a unique
experience by cycling on small local bike
paths, taking you to the places that
mainstream tourists don't go!

Guided Tours

Do you want to experience the best spots
of a country with a local without getting
lost or having the frustrations of not
understanding the language or knowing
where to stay? Do you not have enough
time but want to see Holland in the most
efficient way and still have the feeling of
seeing the country?
By booking a guided tour, all you have to
worry about is how to relax and enjoy your
tour. Wheely Dutch Bike Tours will take
care of the rest. We offer affordable guided
tours with an experienced local guide for
all levels of fitness.
Join us on a ½ day, 1 day or multiday tour
and take the Wheel Dutch Experience!

Self-Guided Tours

By booking a self-guided GPS tour with
Wheely Dutch Bike Tours, you are
guaranteed only the best equipment and
service. We use the Garmin GPSMAP 62s
handheld which is one of the best and
most reliable GPS outdoor navigation
systems on the market today!
How do self-guided GPS tours work?
Easy, you hire a GPS from us which has
your requested route programmed into it.
We will book your accommodation for
you and you will receive a package which
includes a GPS handheld with a bicycle
mount, maps, information on
accommodation and instructions on how
to use the GPS.

Solo Travel

Are you an independent traveler? Or are
you simply traveling alone? Wheely
Dutch Bike Tours offers cycle tours for
solo travelers. We have budget tours
with shared accommodation to keep
your costs low. Perhaps you prefer
private facilities? No problem, we can
arrange this for you, also at competitive
prices!

Business / Group Travel
Are you looking for something different for
your company event, fundraising event or
group activity?

Do you need inspiration or help planning
an event? No worries, we can suggest ideas
and work together with your organization.

Wheely Dutch Bike Tours can organize a fun
and unique experience. We can tailor make
tours to suit your requests and budget.

Bikes can be delivered on location for large
groups. We can arrange 1 day or multi-day
trips, all inclusive with catering and
accommodation.

Why Book With Us?
Experience:
With over 10 years
of worldwide cycle
touring
experience, we can
guarantee you a
fun and unique
adventure.

Service:
We offer a
friendly, fast,
reliable and
professional
service from
the 1st point of
contact.

Our Guides:
Our guides know
the massive
network of Dutch
cycle paths so we
can take you to
the best spots in
Holland.

Flexibility:
We believe you
should get the
most out of your
cycling adventure
and therefore we
strive to meet
your requests.

Low Costs:
Why pay too
much? You will
find our tours are
at competitive
prices and you are
guaranteed value
4 money!

Customer Comments
‘Wheely Dutch
Tours was
everything I
expected in an
alternative choice
in cycle touring’
- Mark, USA

‘I loved it so
much I am
booking a 5day tour next
year!!’

‘Fantastic tour!
This was one of
the highlights of
my stay in
Amsterdam.’

- Amber, UK

-Hilary, Australia

‘Your willingness to
pay attention to
individual
preferences,
knowledge of the
route and passion for
cycling made for a
memorable day.’
- James, Canada

‘Overall, really
lovely way to see
the countryside
and get a feel for
the way of life in
Holland.’
- Maggie, Ireland

Travel Agents

Would you like to give your clients a unique
and authentic experience? An experience
where they will return and book your
services again because you are reliable and
can recommend the best tours that are on
the market today?
By working with Wheely Dutch Bike Tours
you will be able to offer your clients tours
that are flexible, made to suit their budget,
reliable and professional. Most
importantly, you will be offering them a
chance to discover some of the best spots in
Holland away from the mainstream tourist
scene and as the locals do, by bike.
Contact us directly for further information
and ask for our competitive rates and
commissions!

Contact Us

Wheely Dutch Bike Tours
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Ph: +31 (0) 640976872
E: info@wheelydutch.nl
W: www.wheelydutch.nl

KvK: 57028575
BTW: NL241768421B02

We are also members of:

